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The success or failure of initiatives is often
determined by the donor without much
reference to the grantee. Ironically, this can
make it seem to the funder that what is a
success is really its unwanted opposite
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T

here is an undeniable power dynamic
in philanthropy between funders
and beneficiaries; this is particularly
obvious when it comes to defining success
and failure. Because philanthropy controls
the money, it defines what non-profit
success (or failure) looks like. The limitation
of this is that philanthropy is not on the
ground doing social change work, and yet,
when there is success, philanthropy takes
the credit and attempts to correlate how
their funds caused the improvements. But
are funders best positioned to define impact
in the first place? Are there more equitable
evaluation approaches that share or cede
power to define success to grantees and
the communities they serve?
A cautionary tale
Instead of partnering with non-profits and
engaging in dialogue about what they’re
learning and accomplishing, the industry
standard is to document a set of canned
metrics for non-profits to ‘prove’ they
made a good use of the funds. This leads
to collection of information around impact
that is rooted in what foundations want
to hear and not what they need to hear. It
also exacerbates the power dynamic that
keeps grantees from taking risks, sharing

challenges and creating more meaningful
opportunities for learning.
An example of this occurred when a
foundation attempted to incentivise nonprofits working on healthcare access to
incorporate quality-of-care issues into
their work. The foundation’s belief was that
providing grants to health advocacy groups
for quality-of-care issues would increase
advocacy on those issues. It defined the
work and developed a theory of change that
included a set of outcomes and indicators
and then selected six statewide grantee
partners. Each of these organisations used
the funds to hire staff, attended all the
foundation events, and then submitted
quarterly reports detailing the work they
were doing to address quality-of-care issues.
Foundation staff presented the results
internally to demonstrate progress against
outcomes. Based on this, the foundation
continued to fund these organisations over
a period of five years.
However, the funded organisations did not
prioritise quality-of-care issues. Instead,
they used their staff to do the work that
was central to their mission and added
‘quality-of-care’ language to anything they
shared with the foundation. Seeing minimal
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efforts to engage in quality-of-care issues,
the foundation ended the programme. The
story shared internally at the foundation was
that advocacy organisations were not the
right vehicle and so they stopped funding
policy and advocacy efforts. Foundation staff
did a lot of work upfront to set parameters
and define success but very little to engage
grantees in defining success or determining
the need for this work. In other words,
because the foundation set the agenda,
it was they who defined success – and
correspondingly failure. By their lights,
the project failed.
An alternative scenario
The real failure in the example is the failure
to draw the right conclusion – not that
advocacy vehicles are the wrong vehicle,
but that the industry standard approaches
have limitations. Others, however, can
learn that lesson. A common vision worked
out between the foundation and nonprofits to determine what was needed to
improve the health and well-being of their
communities might produce both greater
buy-in and better results – more effective
use of resources and more importantly, real
social change. So, how can funders and
beneficiaries work together to co-create a
learning approach that both sides are happy

Internally, Headwaters was
engaging staff and trustees in deep
culture work to prepare to shift the
paradigm of a foundation evaluating
for impact and defining success
to a culture of learning with the
community and trust.
with? This work must start with building
trusting relationships and shared power in
defining and measuring impact for learning
purposes. Before Headwaters Foundation – a
healthcare conversion foundation in Western
Montana – made a single grant or determined
measures of success, its staff had a ‘500 cups
of coffee’ tour across its service area. Through
this process, the foundation determined
primary social concerns to prioritise. These
early conversations also built trust as
communities began to experience the process
of relationship-building and problem-solving
with foundation staff. Internally, Headwaters
was engaging staff and trustees in deep
culture work to prepare to shift the paradigm
of a foundation evaluating for impact and
defining success to a culture of learning with
the community and trust.

Above:
Women4Wellness
event – building
trusting relationships.
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• make changes to strategy to better align
with what staff are hearing from grantees
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• understand and illustrate the effectiveness
of a community-led, trust-based model
for addressing the social and economic
barriers to health and well-being, including
the assets and strengths of communities

In 2019, Headwaters created its theory
of change and evaluation and learning
framework. Using the trust built in the
previous years, Headwaters asked its
grantee partners to identify which outcomes
they thought were important to track to
achieve the change that communities
wanted to see. Headwaters’ evaluation
and learning framework is centred around
listening, learning and sharing grantee
stories highlighting success and areas for
improvement based on lessons learned.
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Headwaters’ evaluation and learning
framework also shifted the burden of
collecting stories of change from grantees
to staff. Rather than having a reporting
process imposed on them, grantees
shape the learning experience they want.
Reporting is done through conversations.
Staff enter the information collected into
a knowledge management system, which
is part of the grants management system
and is where grantee stories are linked
to outcomes from the theory of change.
Staff then use the knowledge management
system to create an annual learning book
divided into three sections:
1) Accountability, which is what Headwaters
as funders can control and where staff look
to assess how the foundation is doing
(number of grants awarded, results from
staff surveys, the foundation’s Glass Pockets
rating, the annual staff goals dashboard, etc).
2) Staff uplift grantees’ stories to learn
about the work they support, looking at
successes as well as challenges.
3) Staff look at impact indicators using
external data sources to track how health
is changing in Montana over the long term.
Headwaters Foundation uses learning work to:
• allocate resources and prioritise
investments that have shown progress
against the outcomes prioritised by
grantees

Above: Headwaters’
evaluation and
learning framework
enables grantees
to shape their
learning experience.

• build mutual learning relationships with
partners.
The impact of this shift has been significant
for Headwaters Foundation. First, there is
more buy-in and commitment to the work
by both grantees and staff because it is
prioritised by grantees and the communities
they serve. Because staff have focused on
building trusting working relationships with
grantees, they hear candid stories about
what is happening on the ground. In other
words, grantees feel they can be honest
about what’s not working and they and
foundation staff collaborate to solve the
problem. Early admission of failure means
less wasted time and resources. Grantees are
also more comfortable taking risks because
the foundation’s approach is about learning
what works. The time that grantees spend
doing mission critical work has increased
because they are focused on doing the
work instead of chasing funds or writing
reports on what they think the foundation
needs to hear. Finally, board conversations
on impact have shifted from short-term
metrics towards a better understanding of
the ecosystem Headwaters funds and the
realities of advancing long-term systems
change on health equity, which in turn
informs resource allocation.
Headwaters Foundation recognises that
their approach is not perfect. But by
sharing their story of how they worked with
the grantees to define success and share
learning, they hope they can be a part of a
larger conversation that eventually shifts the
industry standard on measuring impact to
one in which grantees’ role is to define and
measure success and philanthropy’s role is
to listen and learn from grantees.

Headwaters’ evaluation and
learning framework is centred
around listening, learning
and sharing grantee stories
highlighting success and areas
for improvement based on
lessons learned.

